Impedance simulation was performed for analysis of a branch structure porous carbon electrode composed of macropores and mesopores. Theoretical equations were derived by introducing a new branch structure transmission line model, in which the charge-transfer reactions in the pores are considered. The loci of the straight line with angles at 22.5°and semicircle were observed in the high and low frequency ranges. It was found that the charge-transfer resistance in the mesopore interface had no influence on the loci of the straight line.
Introduction
A branch structure (double pore structure) porous carbon material is a suitable porous material for biosensors and biofuel cell electrodes, because the branch structure porous carbon material such as carbon cryogel (CCG) have large specific surface areas and mesopores whose size can be easily controlled. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The branch structure porous carbon electrode has a mesopore inside the carbon particle and a macropore between the carbon particles.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a very useful tool to help understand the electrode structure and electrochemical reactions inside the branch structure porous carbon electrodes. It is a nondestructive method to investigate electrochemical devices with transfer functions such as impedance and admittance. For example, EIS has been applied to the analysis of electric double layer capacitance (EDLC) with activated carbon, which has a branch structure containing various pores. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In the case of a single pore structure electrode, the Nyquist plots of electrochemical impedance show that the locus of a straight line, with a slope of 45°against the real axis, is in the high-frequency range and the locus of a straight line parallel to the imaginary axis is in the low-frequency range. Meanwhile, the Nyquist plots of the electrochemical impedance of EDLC using activated carbon were reported by Lewandowski 12 and West et al. 13 and show a slope smaller than 45°in the highfrequency range.
To analyze the impedance of an EDLC with a slope smaller than 45°in the high-frequency range, a branch structure model composed of macropores, mesopores, and micropores was proposed. This model assumed the fractal nature of the porous structures of activated carbon. 14 In the previous study, 14 the impedance of various loci at high frequency was simulated by calculating the impedance of EDLC with transmission line model (TLM), considering the branch structure. It was reported that impedance loci in high and low frequencies were dominated by the electrode structure and interfacial impedance, respectively. Recently, electrochemical impedance for the oxygen reduction reaction was measured, and it was found that the slope in the high-frequency range was 22.5°. 15 A new transmission line model is required for the analysis of the electrochemical reaction inside the branch structure electrode because a charge-transfer reaction could not be considered in the previous model. 14 In addition, it is very important to investigate changes in the impedance spectra with varying parameters such as diameter and length of the mesopores. This has not been previously reported.
In the present study, impedance spectra are simulated with a new equivalent circuit, in which the charge-transfer resistance was considered, for analyzing a reaction in the branch structure electrode. In addition, the behavior of the impedance spectra was analyzed by varying the parameters such as resistivity of the solution and the depth and diameter of the mesopore.
Theory

Impedance simulation model of branch structure electrode
The electrode has a branch structure composed of macropores and mesopores. Figure 1(a) shows the electrode model used in the present study for an impedance simulation. The shapes of macropores and mesopores are assumed to be triangular. 14 An equivalent circuit of the model used in the present study is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The circuit of the mesopore is represented by a simple TLM composed of solution resistance (R sol me ), chargetransfer resistance (R ct me ), and EDLC (C dl me ). This circuit is expressed as meso-TLM.
The macropore impedance, Z ma , is measured using de Levie's equation below:
where R * sol ma is the solution resistance per unit length, Z * ma is the interfacial impedance per unit area, and X ma is the depth of the macropore. The electrode impedance, Z, can be expressed by Z = Z ma /n ma , where n ma is the number of macropores on the entire electrode surface. R * sol ma can be calculated by dividing μ by the cross-sectional area of the macropore, A ma , where a ma is one side of the triangle cross section of the macropore. The Electrochemical Society of Japan http://dx.doi.org/10.5796/electrochemistry.83.335
The mesopore impedance, Z me , can be derived using the theory for Z ma :
where μ is the resistivity of the electrolyte solution, A me is the crosssectional area of the mesopore, a me is the side of the cross section of the trigonal prismatic pore, and X me is the depth of the mesopore. The subscripts ma and me indicate the parameters regarding macropore and mesopore respectively. Z * ma is represented by following equation:
where L me is the circumference of the cross section of the mesopore. In this study, the inner wall of the macropore is separated into the macropore interface and mesopore base, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the present analysis, the mesopore ratio in whole inner wall of the macropore is defined as ² (0¯²¯1). The cross-section of branch is assumed by triangle in order to set the value of ² between 0 and 1 because the triangle can be filled up tightly on the macropore wall. Thus, the ratio of both parts is given by ²:(1 ¹ ²). Therefore, impedance of the macropore interface per unit area, Z ** ma i , which is composed of an electric double layer and charge-transfer resistance, is represented as below:
where R ct ma and C dl ma are the charge-transfer resistance and electric double layer capacitance per unit area on the macropore interface. The impedance of the base of the mesopore per unit area is related to the mesopore impedance, Z me , and the number of mesopores on the macropore wall, n me , and is represented as Z me /n me (1 ¹ ²). Here, n me corresponds to the reciprocal of A me . As a result, Z ** ma is represented as follows:
The mesopore impedance per unit area, Z ** me , can be derived as follows:
where R ** ct me is the charge-transfer resistance of the mesopore per unit area and C ** dl me is the EDLC of the mesopore per unit area. The impedance spectrum was simulated using the model mentioned above with the initial parameter values of: n ma = 1.0 © 10
¹4 cm, and X me = 5.0 © 10 ¹6 cm. It is noted that the target of this study is the extension of our previous model 14 to enzymatic electrode for biofuel cell using a brunch structure porous carbon such as carbon cryogel. The present model may be useful for analysis of a thick enzyme-modified carbon electrode in future work. Thus, the parameters such as the diameter of macro-and mesopores are determined by referring a biofuel cell paper using an enzyme-modified carbon cryogel electrode. 5 In the following section, the behavior of the impedance spectra with changes in several parameters is discussed. It should be noted that the initial parameters are used for the following simulation unless otherwise noted. Figure 2 shows the Nyquist plots of the simulated impedance spectra with variation in ². All spectra show a distributed constant region in the high-frequency range and shape changes depending on the values of ². When ² = 0, the slope of the high-frequency line against the real axis is 22.5°, which becomes 45°in the midfrequency range. The spectrum shows the locus for a part of the semicircle in the low-frequency range. The partial semicircle is due to the charge transfer reaction and charge of electric double layer capacitance on the inner wall of mesopore. The simulation spectrum at ² = 0 is in agreement with the experimental results reported elsewhere. 15 When ² = 0, the charge transfer reaction does not occur at inner wall of macropore. Therefore, the angle 22.5°is related to the charge of electric double layer and charge transfer reaction at inner wall of mesopore. When ² = 1, the slope of the high-frequency Electrochemistry, 83(5), 335-338 (2015) line against the real axis is 45°, indicating that the current does not distribute to the mesopore. In other words, the brunch structure behaves like a single pore structure electrode and charge transfer reaction only occurs on the inner wall of macropore. Thus, the semicircle in low frequency range is related to the charge transfer reaction and charge of electric double layer capacitance on the inner wall of macropore. When ² = 0.5, a slope of the high-frequency range is larger than 22.5 degrees and a partial semicircle appeared in middle frequency range (near 100 kHz). The semicircle in the middle frequency range is due to the charge transfer reaction and charge of electric double layer capacitance on the inner wall of mesopore.
Results and Discussion
Impedance simulations with different values of ξ
Impedance behavior upon simulation parameter variation
In this section, the impedance behavior observed upon variation of the simulation parameters is discussed. The value of ² was set at 0. Figure 3 shows the impedance spectra with variation in the depth of the mesopore, X me (from 10 nm to 50 nm). In the case of X me of 30 and 50 nm, the range of distributed constant region with an angle of 22.5°increased with an increase in the value of X me , because the distributed current takes a long time to reach the bottom of the pore with increasing X me . On the other hand, the diameter of the semicircle in the low-frequency range decreased as the value of X me increased because of an increase in the total surface area of the mesopore. The angle of 22.5°was not observed clearly at X me of 10 nm. When X me = 10 nm, no current distribution occurs in mesopore because the solution resistance of mesopore at X me of 10 nm is larger than that of 30 and 50 nm. Thus, locus of a partial semicircle only appears on the Nyquist plot in this frequency range. When the resistivity of the electrolyte solution, μ, was changed, the same results were obtained. On the contrary, when the diameter of the mesopore decreased, the distributed constant region increased. These results mean that the mesopore surface of brunch structure may not work according to the size of the mesopore and solution resistance. Figure 4 shows the Nyquist plots for simulated impedance with variation in the charge-transfer resistance of the mesopore per unit area, R ** ct me , from 1 © 10 2 to 1 © 10 4 ³ cm 2 . The diameter of the semicircle in the low-frequency range drastically decreased with a decrease in the value of R ** ct me . On the contrary, no changes in the distributed constant region were observed in the high-frequency range, indicating that the current distribution in the mesopore is independent of the value of R ** ct me under this condition. From these results, it can be concluded that angle of the straight line in high frequency range should be 22.5°and semicircle should be small in low frequency range if a brunch structure porous carbon electrode has good characteristic for enzymatic biofuel cell and biosensor. We can apply the present model for analysis of an enzyme-immobilized electrode which has several small enzymes in a mesopore. Note that when a mesopore is fully covered by a large enzyme, the locus of the straight line may be 45°because no current distribution occurs in the mesopore.
Conclusions
In the present paper, a branch structure transmission line model for the impedance analysis of the branch structure electrode was proposed. The theoretical equation of the impedance of the branch structure electrode was derived. The typical impedance spectrum described the locus of the straight line with an angle of 22.5°in the high-frequency range, and a semicircle appeared in the lowfrequency range. The theoretical results agreed with the experimental ones. The impedance behavior based on variations in the simulation parameters was also discussed. The authors, in their future work, will improve the present method to estimate the parameters such as charge-transfer resistance in the mesopore by curve-fitting the branch structure electrodes. Electrochemistry, 83(5), 335-338 (2015) 
